Lighthouse access statement

Image 1: Photo of Lighthouse building from Kensington Street view.
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1. About Lighthouse
Lighthouse is a Brighton-based arts charity specialising in connecting new
developments in art, technology, science and society. We own parts of a building
located on 28 Kensington Street, Brighton. That’s where we have our office and where
our team works. In that building we also have three spaces: Reception Area,
Conference Room and Digital Lounge. These spaces often house our programme of
trainings, talks, exhibitions, commissions and education initiatives. These spaces are
also publicly available to hire for meetings, workshops, screenings, and evening events
(fees apply).

The work that we do is funded by a blend of public, private and commercial income.
When you hire one of our spaces you are supporting our artistic programme and talent
development schemes.
We look forward to welcoming you here, if you have any queries or require
assistance please call our office: (+44) 01273 647197 or email: info (at) lighthouse
(dot) org (dot) uk

Lighthouse opening hours:
Monday:

9.30 - 18.00

Tuesday:

9.30 - 18.00

Wednesday: 9.30 - 18.00
Thursday:

9.30 - 18.00

Friday:

9.30 - 18.00

Saturday:

CLOSED

Sunday:

CLOSED
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2. Overview of Our Building and Wheelchair Access
Location

• Lighthouse is situated in the heart of the North Laine close to Brighton central train
station and multiple bus stops.

• The street we are situated on has a flat gradient, although there is a upward or
downward slope depending on where you travel from to access our street.

Wheelchair access

• The Lighthouse venue is fully wheelchair accessible. The venue is on two floors.
• We have accessible toilets situated in Level 0 (Ground Floor) and Level -1 (Lower
Ground Floor).

• Ground Floor: Lighthouse Office, Reception Area & Conference Room.
• The Ground Floor is accessed at street level, there is no ramp required.
• Lower Ground Floor: Digital Lounge & Toilets & Baby-changing facilities.
• Access to the Lower Ground Floor is by platform lift or stairs. All levels can be
accessed using a central lift which has a doorway measuring 90 cm. The lift can hold
a maximum weight of 300kg. It is designed to carry two people and one wheelchair,
however in cases where a power motorised wheelchair is very heavy it may only be
possible to hold one wheelchair and one person. The platform lift is run by the user
inside the lift pressing a button and keeping it pressed down until the desired floor is
reached. Lighthouse staff will assist with use of the lift.

• Important: A maximum of two wheelchairs is allowed at a time in the Lower Ground
Floor / Digital Lounge for health and safety reasons.

Other facilities and support

• Portable or backed seating can be provided on request, please ask a member of the
team.

• For ticked events, a free companion ticket can be provided for support workers or
assistants and seats can be reserved in specific locations as requested. Please
inform a member of the time at the time of booking.

• We welcome assistance dogs and can provide them with a bowl of water.
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3. Getting Here

Image 2: Screenshot of Google Maps showing location of Lighthouse building.

At a glance:

• Lighthouse is about a ten-minute walk from Brighton train station and close to the
city’s excellent bus links.

• The routes to our building include uneven and bricked pavements.
• Possibility People runs a hire service for wheelchairs, electric mobility scooters and
powered wheelchairs nearby. https://www.possabilitypeople.org.uk/how-we-can-help/
independent-living/shopmobility/

• There are numerous cycle racks in nearby streets, particularly outside the Library in
Jubilee Street.
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Image 3: Photo of Brighton Central Train Station.

3.1 Travelling By Rail:

• The nearest railways station is Brighton Central Train Station. It is approximately 0.8
Miles away from Lighthouse.

• The routes travelled from the Train Station all include uneven and bricked pavements.
• There is a Taxi rank outside the station with accessible vehicles.
• There are many buses that leave outside the station to the city centre. Here are the
best options:
1) From Brighton Station (Stop D) get the 37B City Buzz Bus to Kensington
Gardens Bus Stop (on North Road) to which you are dropped off close to the
Lighthouse (197 ft away).
2) Get busses 7, 27 from Brighton Station (Stop A) to North Street (Stop C) then
you will need to travel 0.3 miles down Bond Street until you reach Kensington
Street.

• More information regarding travelling to Brighton Central and the station facilities can
be found at: https://www.nationalrail.co.uk/stations/BTN/details.html
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Travelling By Bus:
Important: the route to the gallery from all bus stops includes uneven and bricked
pavements.

Image 4: Google Maps Screenshot showing Kensington Gardens bus stop located on
North Road.

• Kensington Gardens bus stop (located on North Road) is 197 ft (60 m) from
Lighthouse.
Buses: 37 City Buzz, 37B City Buzz.

• North Street bus stops (C, W, X, Y) on North Street are approximately 0.3 miles
from Lighthouse.
Buses: 1, 1A, 5, 5B, 7, 12, 12A, 14C, 18, 21, 24, 25, 25X, 26, 28, 29, 48, 49, 50, 700.

• Old Steine bus stops (D, E, F) in front of the Brighton Pavilion are approximately 0.4
miles from Lighthouse.
Buses: 5, 5B, 17, 21, 22, 24, 25, 25x, 26, 28, 46, 48, 49, 50, 50U, 52, 270, 271, 272,
273

• North Road bus stop (on Gloucester Place) is 0.2 miles from Lighthouse.
Buses: 5, 5B, 17, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 46, 48, 49, 50, 270, 273
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• North Road bus stop (on Queens Road) is 0.2 miles from Lighthouse.
Buses: 6, 7, 37, 37B, 47

Further information on local buses can be found at: https://www.buses.co.uk/

General enquiries: info@buses.co.uk or call 01273 886200.
SMS for passengers that are deaf or have a hearing impairment: 07583 051915.
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Car parking:
We do not have access to any parking spaces at Lighthouse.

• The nearest disabled parking bay is in Robert Street.
List of disabled parking access: https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/content/parking-andtravel/parking/disabled-parking-bays-0

Image 5: Screenshot of Google Maps showing Robert Street.

• The nearest car park is Trafalgar Street Car Park, Blackman Street, Brighton BN1
4DY that is 0.2 miles away.
It has four disabled parking bays: two via Blackman Street entrance, and two via
White cross Street entrance. The route from the car park to Lighthouse has a slope
and has uneven pavements. More information: https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/
content/parking-and-travel/parking/trafalgar-street-car-park

• Another car park is RCP Parking North Road, 44 North Road, Brighton BN1 1YR
that is 0.2 miles away. Though beware, the tariff can be very expensive after 9am.
More information: https://www.rcpparking.com/4000
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4. Arrival
The Entrance:
There is a dropped curb outside the main entrance for drop off and travel to the end of
the street. Lighthouse has magnetic doors that need to be released this can be done by
pressing the Lighthouse buzzer (number 1) and a member of staff will open the door.
For exhibitions, one of the doors will be kept open throughout the day. When both doors
are open its approximately 1.4 meters. This area is lit with streetlights after dark.

Image 6: Close up photo of our main entrance on Kensington Street.
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Image 7: Photo of our main entrance with the doors open.

Image 8: Photo of the buzzer for our main entrance. Press #1 for Lighthouse.
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Image 9: The location of the dropped curb on Kensington Street [photo].
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The Lift:
All levels can be accessed using a central lift which has a doorway measuring of 90 cm.
The lift can hold a maximum weight of 300kg. It is designed to carry two people and one
wheelchair, however in cases where a power motorised wheelchair is very heavy it may
only be possible to hold one wheelchair and one person. The platform lift is run by the
user inside the lift pressing a button and keeping it pressed down until the desired floor
is reached. Lighthouse staff will assist with use of the lift.
Image 10: Level 0, front view of the lift [photo].

Image 11: Inside the lift. The lift has a railing on
one side [photo].
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Image 12: Inside the lift. The lift has a
mirror on the left-hand-side wall. Under
the mirror there is control panel with
buttons [photo].

Image 13: Level -1. View from the
outside of the lift [photo].
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The Stairs:
Lower Ground Floor (Level -1) can also be accessed via the stairs. The first flight of
stairs has 12 steps, then there is a small square platform after which the stairs continue.
The second flight of stairs also has 12 steps. Overall: 24 steps.

Image 14: the location of the stairs, view from the Reception Area on the Ground Floor
[photo].
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Image 15: View of the first flight of stairs with 12 steps [photo].

Image 16: View of the second flight of stairs with 12 steps [photo].
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Image 17: View of the stairs from the Lower Ground Floor (Level -1) [photo].
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5. Facilities
The Chairs:
Portable or backed seating can be provided on request, please ask a member of the
team.

Image 18: Grey sturdy backed chair with arms
[photo].

Image 19: Black backed chair without arms
(wide) [photo].
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Image 20: White backed chair without arms
[photo].

Image 21: Backed bar stool without arms (black)
[photo].
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The Toilets:
We have accessible toilets situated on the Ground Floor (Level 0) and Lower Ground
Floor (Level -1).

• Ground Floor (Level 0) toilets are located behind the locked doors and are primarily
reserved for people working in or visiting the Lighthouse office. Ground Floor toilets
include two gender-neutral cubicles and one wheelchair-accessible gender-neutral
cubicle (that also has a shower). Please talk to one out members of staff if you need
to access the Ground Floor toilets.

• Lower Ground Floor (Level -1) has public toilets: a separate WC with stalls and
urinals, separate WC with just stalls, and a single-cubicle All Gender Accessible toilet
with baby-changing facilities.

• Our accessible toilets all have a level entrance with smooth floor. The width of the
entrances are at least 84 cm and the doors are of a medium weight.

• There is a clear space for wheelchairs by the side pf the toilet which measures
approximately 63 cm. The height of the toilets from floor to sear is approximately 46
cm. There are horizontal and vertical grab rails on both the right and left of the toilets.

• There is a red alarm cord in every accessible toilet to alert members of staff to
emergencies.

• The toilets are well lit with downward spots.
• The floor surface is non slip.
• The taps turn on automatically when the motion sensor is activated simply by moving
your hands towards the tap.
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Images 22 & 23: All Gender Accessible Toilet with baby changing facilities on Lower
Ground Floor.
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6. Our Spaces
6.1 Reception area

Image 24: Seating in the Reception Area [photo].

• Reception area is located on the Ground Floor (Level 0), accessed at street level (no
ramp required). Reception area is the first room you enter once you are inside the
building.

• In the reception there is printed text on the walls varying size, in black. The font is
clear. The reception is well-lit downward spot lighting. The windows allow for daylight.

• Buzz No.1 upon entrance or knock on the office door to find our team members.
• Visitors can be assisted by one of the members of our team if they need to use a pen
and pad for communication purposes.

• There are sofas, chairs and tables to sit on in the reception.
• There are disabled toilets on the Ground Floor (Level 0) which can be accessed
when asked by a member of our team. Otherwise, public toilets are on the Lower
Ground Floor (Level -1).
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• There is a lift, which takes visitors to Lower Ground Floor (Level -1) of the building.
Please note that only two wheelchair users can be down the Lower Ground Floor of
the building for health and safety reasons.

6.2 Our Office

Image 25: Photo of the door to Lighthouse arts charity office from the Reception Area
on the Ground Floor (Level 0).

• Our Office has an entrance located in the Reception Area (on the Ground Floor).
Enter the building through our Main Entrance on Kensington Street and then turn left.

• The entrance to the office is 84 cm wide with a short pile dark grey carpet. The
entrance has a smooth approach.

• The doorway has a heavy door, members of our team can assist if required.
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6.3 Conference room

Image 26: Conference Room with a layout for meetings and seminars [photo].

• Our Conference room is located on Ground Floor (Level 0), accessed at street level.
• The Level 0 entrance is 83 cm wide. If both doors are fully open then the entrance
becomes 123 cm wide. The entrance has a smooth approach.

• The floor is smooth and level (wooden floors).
• Depending on what the space is being used for it will either have table and chairs that
can be moved around or empty space. There is ample space for wheelchair access.

• The room itself is square shaped and white, with windows that allow natural light into
the room.

• The lights used are warm spotlights in the ceiling, lighting the area fully.
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6.4 Digital Lounge

Image 27: Digital Lounge located on the Lower Ground Floor (Level -1) [photo].

• Our Digital Lounge is located on Lower Ground Floor (Level -1), accessed via the
stairs or the lift. Please ask our members of staff to assist you with the lift.

• The entrance with both halves of the door open is 168 cm wide. If just one door out of
two is open, the entrance is 84 cm wide.

• The floor of the Digital Lounge is smooth and level (wooden floors).
• There is a maximum of 2 wheelchairs allowed in the Digital Lounge (and on the whole
Lower Ground Floor) at any give time.

• The room is a white studio space with no windows.
• There are varying types of lights, such as concealed fluorescent tubes and downward
facing spot lights. The level of light will be event-dependant.
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7. Useful Contacts
• For all inquiries about your visit to Lighthouse, our venue hire, and information about
our programme, email info@lighthouse.org.uk or call the office (+44) 01273 647197.

• Possibility People runs a hire service for wheelchairs, electric mobility scooters and
powered wheelchairs nearby. https://www.possabilitypeople.org.uk/how-we-can-help/
independent-living/shopmobility/

• List of disabled parking access: https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/content/parkingand-travel/parking/disabled-parking-bays-0

• The main taxi firms in Brighton and Hove are:
• City Cabs 01273 205205 - City Cabs have about 180 cabs, 35 of which are
accessible.

• Streamline Taxis 01273 747474 - Streamline have a fleet of 350 vehicles, 56 of
which are accessible.

• Brighton & Hove Radio Cabs 01273 204060 - Radio cabs have a fleet in excess of
100, 18 of which are accessible.
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